Introduction
Almost two and a half decades after the introduction of functional imaging of brain activity by magnetic resonance (i.e. fMRI) [1, 2] , the neuroscience community vacillates between euphoria and scepticism about the impact of fMRI in understanding brain function and dysfunction, while the use of the technique increases by leaps and bounds. The Royal Society sponsored symposium on 'Interpreting BOLD: a dialogue between cognitive and cellular neuroscience' on 28-29 January 2016 at Chicheley Hall contained not only the presentation of the exciting uses of the methodology but also discussions on the limitations of and misgivings about the utility of the approach to the extent that the vast number of accomplishments enabled by this methodology were at the end overshadowed. Discussions of the limitations of a technique and ways to improve it are a natural and continuous process in the lifetime of any methodology. However, slightly more than two decades into the discovery of fMRI, criticism of the fMRI technique is prevalent in some corners of the neuroscience community. Sometimes, the criticism is dismissive of the fMRI method as if the other approaches employed in brain research, such as electrophysiological recordings and multi-photon based microscopy techniques, have no major limitations. Electrophysiology and photon-based techniques have highly restricted fields-of-view (regions that they can sample); they cannot perform whole brain studies; the spatial range over which neural activity may be pooled in electrophysiological recordings is complex and heavily biased towards the largest and most active neurons near the electrode tip; light cannot penetrate tissue that well, and temporal responses are limited with calcium reporters employed for detecting & 2016 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
spikes with photons, etc., just to name a few limitations without getting into gory details. At least electrophysiology has been around significantly longer than fMRI and is spoken of as the 'gold standard' at times. But it is at best a highly limited and imperfect gold standard. Electrophysiology can link the activity of a handful of neurons with behaviour and perception, which of course tells us that we are learning something about how the brain works. But in a way so can fMRI with many examples linking behaviour and/or perception to activity of voxels, and increasingly to ensembles of voxels that represent networks. Electrophysiology has millisecond temporal resolution, a critically important capability in understating brain function while fMRI lacks this temporal resolution; but fMRI gives us exquisite spatial coverage going from dimensions in the sub-millimetre scale to the whole brain, a capability which electrophysiology lacks. Surely, networks that span large distances over the brain are equally important for understanding brain function as temporal resolution, especially when it comes to the study of the human brain where the non-invasive nature of fMRI (unlike electrophysiology) provides an unmatched advantage.
I emphasize the afore listed limitations only to make the obvious point that we do not really have a 'golden technique' that meets all of the needs for studying the brain; rather, we have an armamentarium of techniques with their advantages and significant disadvantages. Obviously, we need to use these techniques judiciously, recognizing their limitations, while we continue to improve them to overcome their limitations. These points are self-evident. Nevertheless, the neuroscience community agonizes about the limitations of fMRI while limitations of other major techniques employed in neuroscientific research are rarely discussed. Possibly, we recognize the shortcomings of methods like electrophysiology and multi-photon techniques for the task at hand but have more confidence in the information content of the measurements themselves.
In fMRI (or in positron emission tomography (PET)), the indirect nature of the functional imaging mechanism and the uncertainties about the intermediary processes involved in neuronal activity and functional mapping signals create an easy opportunity for criticism, as well as for generating erroneous results. This has not been helped by the simplicity of obtaining fMRI data using automated, push-button data analysis programs, without necessarily paying attention to the complexities of the underlying mechanisms, without understanding the intricate implications of the imaging physics involved, and most of all, without understanding or accounting for the implications of the assumptions that go into the analysis of the data (e.g. [3] and references therein). Such studies have sometimes produced irreproducible and contradictory results, adding to the scepticism about the technique, especially when there is an easy culprit to blame, namely, the indirect coupling between fMRI signals and neuronal activity. However, the scepticism expressed often does not recognize what has been learned about this indirect coupling and what can indeed be solidly inferred from the 'indirect' activity maps provided by fMRI.
Improving spatial accuracy with vascular filters
In between neuronal activity and fMRI signals, we have first and foremost neurovascular/metabolic coupling. In addition, however, there is the equally important coupling between the cerebral consequences of vascular and metabolic events that accompany neuronal activity and the magnetic resonance (MR) detected signals that allow us to generate the 'functional maps'. The first is a question of physiology. The latter involves, in addition, MR physics. Both of these have been a focus in our laboratory since the introduction of fMRI. One of the first questions we tackled after the introduction of fMRI was the physiological question related to the spatial specificity of blood flow changes induced by neurovascular coupling with respect to the territorial boundaries of neuronal activity alterations. Do blood flow changes initiated by neurovascular coupling 'flood' a large patch of cortex, larger than the territory of neuronal activity changes that cause it? Or colourfully expressed, does the brain 'water the entire garden for the sake of a thirsty flower' [4, 5] . This would be one way of dealing with the demands (whatever they may be, an issue still poorly understood today) of increased neuronal activity. We tackled this question by imaging quantitatively and with high spatial resolution the changes in cerebral blood flow (CBF) following stimulation of orientation columns in the cat visual cortex [6] . We were able to obtain 'single condition' maps of orientation domains in the cat cortex by imaging the CBF changes coupled to increased neuronal activity (figure 1). It is important to emphasize that, these are not BOLD (blood oxygenation dependent contrast) based fMRI maps; they are images of CBF change induced by orientation selective stimuli.
Single condition means that the stimulus is contrasted against a condition lacking any of the unique characteristics of the stimulus. For example, orientation selective stimuli (e.g. a grating along a single orientation) versus a blank which has no orientation information but may have some controlling characteristics such as matched luminance; this is different from 'differential mapping' where a stimulus with one condition is contrasted against an orthogonal condition with the same primary features, for example, a grating with 458 orientation versus the same grating but with 1358 orientation. In the latter approach, non-specific, activation-like signals that are common to the different stimuli may be suppressed, if not cancelled. The CBF data [6] showed that at the sub-millimetre scale, blood flow increased approximately 60-80%, specifically within the stimulated orientation domains in single condition maps while there was a much smaller and non-specific increase to the unstimulated cortex. Thus, our results suggested that the scenario described by the statement 'the brain waters the entire garden for the sake of a single thirsty flower' is incorrect, at least at the level of cortical columns. Rather, the brain waters the thirsty flower while it also sprinkles a large territory around it. A point-spread function (PSF) of 450 mm was calculated tangent to the cortex for the specific and large CBF increase [6] ; this is in relative good agreement with recent detailed two-photon measurements [7] of neurovascular response together with imaging of synaptic and spiking activity in the cat primary visual cortex using the same orientation stimuli. The ultimate lower limit for the spatial extent of CBF regulation will depend on the location of controlling points for blood flow. Certainly, penetrating (radial) arterioles are known to exercise this control, in which case the distance between these arterioles will determine the specificity of neurovascular control of CBF relative to the neuronal activity that induces the CBF change. However, if pre-capillary and capillary control of CBF exists in addition, the territory for which 'watering' is controlled may be as little as 50 mm or so given that intercapillary distance in the brain is approximately 25 mm [8] .
Thus, at least at the level of orientation columns, neurovascular coupling is specific enough to permit the mapping of such small ensembles of neurons by imaging CBF changes (DCBF) induced by neuronal activity. However, there is a critical methodological issue that accounts for the success of these results. When blood flow increases in a volume of tissue, it does not just magically appear there. It is delivered by larger arterial blood vessels into the capillaries where water molecules exchange between blood and tissue through the capillary walls. Blood flow must also increase in these large arteries supplying blood, as well as in the large veins draining the tissue. The blood flow increases associated with these large vessels should be contributing to any image that maps elevation in CBF. Furthermore, such large-vessel contributions to the DCBF images should represent an inaccurate component with respect to the territory of neuronal activity perturbations that induced the CBF change, extending possibly over tens of millimetres beyond the small region of activated orientation domains. Why is this 'brain versus blood vessel' confound not present in these single condition CBF images of activation? It is because in pulsed spin-labelling MR techniques for CBF mapping, as employed in [6] , a sufficiently long delay between the spin tagging (for flow) and image acquisition suppresses signals detected from the fast flowing large blood vessels in DCBF maps while the technique becomes sensitive to the slower process of water molecules delivered to capillaries and exchange across the capillary wall to 'perfuse' the tissue. We had previously conducted experiments, which demonstrated that delay times longer than 1 s and approaching 1.5-2 s would be necessary to achieve this [9] , and the use of such long delays was feasible at the very high magnetic field of 9.4 tesla (T) where the cat orientation domain mapping [6] was carried out.
In other words, the MR technique employed for mapping orientation domains through DCBF had a 'vascular filter'. Even though blood flow changes occurred in large and small (capillary level) blood vessels, the MR measurement was selectively sensitive to the latter. By contrast, the single condition optical imaging of intrinsic signals [10] , monitoring CBV changes induced by neurovascular coupling, was shown to contain large and non-local CBV responses originating from the macrovasculature, running tangentially to the cortical sheet; differential mapping was necessary to suppress this non-specific large-vessel confound and obtain accurate depiction of the orientation columns [11] . Such optical techniques do not have the option of imposing a 'vascular filter' through the physics of the measurement as MR based DCBF imaging. However, they do provide high sensitivity and relatively high temporal resolution; these properties were employed to impose a 'temporal filter' by looking at the early part of the response to a stimuli (the 'initial dip') before these changes propagated to less localized and distant components [12] . These local changes were interpreted as changes in increased deoxyhaemoglobin content due to the rapidly increasing oxygen consumption rate before the onset of the blood flow response due to neurovascular coupling [12] , though this interpretation remains debated (e.g. [13] ).
DCBF based fMRI, however, is not a technique of choice for cognitive neuroscience studies in humans, especially when high spatial resolution is desired. This is because the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the technique is relatively low. While anaesthetized animals can be imaged for prolonged periods to increase the SNR by averaging, similarly long experiments are not feasible in humans. Cognitive studies with humans use the BOLD-based fMRI technique [1, 2] , which is more complex. However, just like the CBF response detected by MR, 'vascular filters' are also needed for the BOLD approach if one is to obtain rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 371: 20150361 spatially accurate functional maps with territorial fidelity to the site of neuronal activity inducing the MR signal changes.
Virtually, all cognitive studies that rely on fMRI employ gradient-recalled echo (GE) to generate the functional mapping contrast followed by echo planar imaging (EPI) to perform the image encoding; this is often referred to as GE BOLD fMRI, or just BOLD fMRI. It contains numerous contributions to the functional mapping signals (e.g. see [14] and references therein), though the BOLD mechanism is the dominant contribution under most circumstances, especially at high magnetic fields. In particular, early studies performed as single slice experiments reflected largely the inflow effects coming from fast flowing large arteries (the kind we suppressed in the CBF based orientation domain imaging shown in figure 1 ), leading to mapping not of focal activation but essentially angiography like images of vasculature [15] . The BOLD effect [16, 17] reflects deoxyhaemoglobin (dHb) content in the brain, which is determined by CBF, CBV and the cerebral oxygen consumption rate (CMRO 2 ). Upon an increase in neuronal activity, CBF increases regionally as a result of neurovascular coupling but CMRO 2 is not elevated commensurately (e.g. [18] and references therein); consequently, the dHb concentration in blood decreases in the region where these CBF changes take place. Despite an increase in CBV, the dHb content per unit volume of brain decreases also. But the dHb concentration changes in blood do not remain stationary in space; they propagate down the draining veins and show up in regions distant from the tissue where neuronal activity was altered. Ultimately, it is diluted in distant veins due to pooling of blood from regions where neuronal activity was unperturbed. This 'draining vein' problem in GE BOLD fMRI was experimentally seen and reported very early in the development of fMRI [19] [20] [21] [22] ; the problem was visited with modelling several years later, coming to the conclusion that there could be changes in venous blood detectable as apparent 'activation' as much as 4 mm beyond the edge of a 100 mm 2 activated area [23] . These numbers are also consistent with a PSF of approximately 3.5 mm reported for GE BOLD fMRI at 1.5 [24] and 3 T [25] . An inaccuracy of approximately 4 mm does not seem like much of a problem; after all, in many human fMRI studies, the effective spatial resolution dictated by image acquisition is intrinsically not much better than approximately 4 mm. However, in the convoluted human brain, approximately 4 mm accuracy can actually represent a major confound. Two banks of a sulcus can be physically very close and can show apparent activation on both banks due to draining pial vessels in the sulcus, but they are likely to be miles apart functionally, performing completely different tasks. It is also a major limitation when highly granular functional mapping, such as mapping of columns and layers are desired (see below). Thus, GE BOLD fMRI has a 'draining vein' problem, just like CBF fMRI has a large blood vessel problem. One can predict that GE fMRI should not be able to generate functional maps of orientation columns as shown in figure 1, and this is what is observed experimentally (figure 2): when functional imaging with GE BOLD is performed in the same visual areas of the cat as in figure 1 and with the same stimuli, four different orientations of the stimulus result in virtually the same map, with the highest changes detected in the sagittal sinus running in the interhemispheric fissure (figure 2). Thus, a 'vascular filter' is also needed for BOLD fMRI.
For BOLD-fMRI, we pursued imposing a "vascular filter" on the acquisition of functional maps through the use of spin echoes instead of the conventional gradient echoes; this strategy was motivated by the modelling predictions published first in 1993 [26] and later expanded considerably by us and others ( [14] and references therein). Spin echo fMRI signal characteristics differ significantly from GE fMRI (e.g. [27] ) (figure 3). However, there exist fine but important mechanistic and implementation points about SE fMRI that are often overlooked. SE fMRI selectivity for small diameter blood vessels (figure 3) is true for extravascular BOLD effect; in other words, the BOLD effect associated with magnetic field inhomogeneities induced in tissue outside of a blood vessel containing dHb. But, there is also an 'intravascular' effect associated with apparent T 2 changes of blood itself caused by neuronal activity alterations through neurovascular coupling (e.g. [14, [29] [30] [31] [32] and references therein). The intravascular effect is not subject to vascular selectivity by SE fMRI per se, and appears in all sections of the vasculature where dHb concentration is altered due to neuronal activity in some part of the brain. Thus, draining veins should show up in GE-or SE-based functional images due to such an Figure 3 . Extravascular relaxation rate changes for R 2 and R 2 * (equal to 1/T 2 , and 1/T 2 *, respectively) induced by simulated blood vessels with a magnetic susceptibility difference between blood vessel interior and exterior (basis of extravascular BOLD effect), shown as a function of blood vessel radius and magnetic susceptibility induced different frequency shifts (in Hz) across the blood vessel. The numbers 32, 48 and 64 Hz correspond to increasing magnetic field strength B 0 at a constant deoxyhaemoglobin concentration (approx. 3, 5, and 7 T at physiological venous deoxyhemoglobin levels) or increasing deoxyhaemoglobin concentration at a constant B 0 . GE, gradient echo; SE, spin echo. From Uludag & Ugurbil [28] .
rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 371: 20150361 intravascular effect as far away as approximately 4 mm [23] from the actual site of neuronal activity changes. However, this non-specific 'intravascular' component is dramatically suppressed with increasing magnetic fields. The MR detectability of dHb containing blood decreases precipitously with increasing magnetic fields. Therefore, if the dHb containing blood is absent in an MR image to begin with, such intravascular effects related to neuronal activity changes would also not be detected; this happens at very high magnetic fields (7 T and above) when the echo times (TEs) employed are long compared with blood T 2 at the magnetic field used [29] . In other words, the vascular filter of SE fMRI is very much dependent on magnetic field magnitude. However, the very high magnetic field by itself is not enough; one must in addition make sure the TE in the SE sequence is long compared with the T 2 of dHb containing blood. Fortuitously, while the T 2 of dHb containing venous blood and the T 2 of tissue both decrease with increasing magnetic fields ( [14, 29] and references therein), the former decreases much more rapidly. Therefore, at 7 T and above, T 2 of tissue becomes much longer than blood T 2 [29] . Thus, if one chooses the TE to be approximately equal to tissue T 2 at 7 T or higher magnetic fields (which would be the optimum for detecting SE functional imaging signals in high-resolution fMRI (e.g. see fig. 8 .7 in [28] )), dHb containing blood would be suppressed while the functional imaging signals associated with tissue due to extravascular BOLD would be optimized. Sometimes, for a variety of reasons, such a TE is not quite feasible or is not chosen; then, even at 7 T or much higher magnetic fields one can still get this undesirable intravascular contribution to SE fMRI images. At 4 T, for example, choosing a TE of 32 ms results in intravascular blood contributing approximately 80% of the 'functional' signals detected by SE fMRI, whereas a TE of 65 ms yields a contribution of approximately 20% intravascular BOLD (see Fig. 3 in [29] ). One cannot keep increasing the TE ad infinitum, however, with the hope of suppressing the blood effect, because tissue signals also start decreasing when TE exceeds tissue T 2 , thus diminishing the likelihood of detecting any functional signals. At 7 T and above, however, the difference between dHb containing blood and tissue T 2 is such that one can suppress or even eliminate the former while optimizing the latter. This is not possible at 3 T [25, 33] or even 4 T [29] because at reasonable TE values approximating tissue T 2 , the intravascular BOLD contribution remains a major component of the SE fMRI signals. These have been predicted by numerous other modelling efforts and are reviewed in [14, 28] .
Intravascular effects can also be suppressed using diffusion weighting gradients. However, this also introduces potential confounds, especially in the presence head motion; as such, they are not necessarily a desirable approach except for studies examining the mechanisms and the source of functional mapping signals (e.g. [29, 34] ).
Finally, there is an implementation problem with SE fMRI. Some GE BOLD characteristics can appear because of the imaging sequence, particularly with EPI or spiral based rapid single shot imaging sequences preferred in functional imaging studies. In such sequences, there is only a single point in k-space (i.e. a single time point in the acquired data) that meets the full spin echo condition. All other points in the data also have some gradient echo weighting. Thus, in the most commonly used EPI approach, the echo train lengths have to be kept short using approaches such as segmentation, highly parallel imaging along the phase encoding direction, and partial Fourier acquisitions. Otherwise, the spatially nonspecific contributions masquerading as functional maps appear even in SE based functional images (e.g. [35] ).
Recently, an alternative approach was described exploiting the fact that the majority of the undesirable large-vessel signals associated with the GE BOLD effect (signals that obfuscate the true territory of neuronal activity change) are the pial vessels located on the cortical surface. So, if fMRI data are acquired at high enough resolution (possible at very high magnetic fields), then some fraction of the upper cortical layers can be stripped away and the functional mapping analysis restricted to the remaining deeper layers of the cortex [36] . Using retinotopy as a source of stimulation, these investigators were able to show that they obtained accurate depiction of the stimulus in the brain when looking selectively at deeper layers but not the superficial layers [36] . Note that one cannot just strip off the anatomical space occupied by the blood vessel itself because the extravascular BOLD effect is associated with the tissue space outside the vessel boundaries and significantly penetrates into the space surrounding the blood vessel. Therefore, one must strip away some of the superficial cortical layers for this analysis. Recently, this approach was used to map colour-and disparity-selective columns within the human visual system [37] .
Eliminating the superficial cortical layers to suppress the false activation associated with pial vessels is a 'vascular filter' applied based on the spatial location of the blood vessels. Just like SE fMRI, however, it also leads to a decrease in the total fMRI signal because the pial vein component of the fMRI signal, which is also the larger component, is discarded. This approach also differs from SE fMRI in other aspects; superficial cortical layers are eliminated from the analysis, and as such, layer-dependent fMRI examining the role of upper cortical laminae (e.g. [38] [39] [40] ) is not feasible. In addition, the intracortical radial blood vessels are not suppressed by this approach but would be suppressed by the SE approach. This may also impact layer-dependent fMRI.
Exploiting the time course of the evolution of the neurovascular response to improve accuracy has also been pursued in fMRI studies in the human brain; the 'initial dip' first reported in optical studies was also observed in numerous human fMRI studies (e.g. see review [41] and references there in) largely coming from our group. However, we ultimately abandoned this approach as a means of reaching the resolution of columns and layers in the human brain, not because it lacks spatial fidelity, but because it is a small effect and simply does not have the sensitivity as an fMRI method to provide high-resolution imaging in the human brain.
Functional contrast-to-noise ratio
The SE fMRI approach is sometimes criticized because functional mapping signals are small; but this is the price one pays for improved spatial accuracy. The loss can be made up by using high magnetic fields. In fact, SE fMRI at 7 T has roughly the same functional signal change, and probably a better functional contrast-to-noise ratio (fCNR), as GE BOLD fMRI at 3 T.
Taking into account what is known about the neurovascular coupling induced physiological changes, the SE fractional signal changes (DS/S) expected in the brain in response to rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 371: 20150361 alterations in neuronal activity were calculated [14] ; the data from this paper are adapted and are shown in figure 4 . These simulations are different to those shown in figure 3 , which serve as a starting point; then neuronal activity induced intravascular effects, relevant physiological and anatomical parameters about the brain and the neurovascular coupling, and NMR parameters are all taken into account in order to estimate the total fractional signal change expected from an fMRI experiment (see figure 4 legend for some of the parameters included in the simulation). For microvasculature, DCBV coupled to neuronal activity was taken either as 0 or 16%, the range of values reported for CBV change in general. The magnitude of the capillary CBV changes due to neurovascular coupling is controversial (e.g. [42] [43] [44] [45] ); a recent optical imaging study indicated that capillary diameter changes in the cat visual cortex are small (beyond the detection of the microscopy technique employed or non-existent) [7] . Hence, the DCBV ¼ 0 curve may be the appropriate curve to consider for capillaries. Also, the 'macrovascular' contribution shown here would not be applicable to all image voxels; it would only be present when a large blood vessel is present in the voxel and has a 908 orientation to the main magnetic field (the scenario that was considered, which is the worst case scenario); a large-vessel running parallel to the static magnetic field would have no contribution. For the macrovascular effect, vessel diameter would not come into play in the BOLD effect per se (figure 3) but the blood volume occupied by the large blood vessel in the voxel would impact the magnitude of this contribution. The results of the simulation shown in figure 4 were consistent with experimental data (discussed in [14] ). Very similar results were also obtained using a realistic model of the vasculature obtained with two-photon microscopy [46] .
The achievable spatial resolution and/or the accuracy of the imaging measurements are determined by the contrastto-noise ratio. In BOLD fMRI, the contrast-to-noise ratio for functional mapping, i.e. functional contrast-to-noise ratio or fCNR, can be written as
ð3:1Þ
In this equation, DS is the stimulus or task induced signal change, N t is the temporal signal fluctuations in an fMRI time series, and S is the steady-state signal amplitude for a given voxel in the image detected in the fMRI time series in the absence of the stimulus (but note that DS ( S, so the caveat that this is in the absence of the stimulus does not matter so much), and S 0 is the thermal equilibrium magnetization. The signal amplitude S depends on the flip angle (FA) of the excitation pulse, the repetition time (TR) in the fMRI time series, and the longitudinal relaxation time T 1 , as well as on the delay TE employed after the excitation pulse to generate the BOLD contrast. During the TE, the signal decays exponentially with time constant T X 2 , which designates either T 2 or T Ã 2 (for spin echo or gradient echo, respectively) depending on the type of contrast employed to generate the functional signals. The FA, TR and T 1 effect can be expressed in terms of the thermal equilibrium magnetization S 0 and a constant a, which varies between 0 and 1; a accounts for the saturation effect and approaches 1 when the TR is sufficiently long compared to T 1 to allow full relaxation for the FA employed.
For an fMRI time series, N t ! N thermal [47 -50] , where N thermal designates the 'thermal' noise of the image; at high spatial resolutions, however, N t N thermal , leading to based on experimental data obtained over the range 3 to approximately 10 T with multichannel array coils [53] . For SE contrast, taking DS=S as the data shown in figure 4 and multiplying with B 1:65 0 dependence of SNR image yields a dramatic supralinear gain in fCNR (figure 5). The same would also be true for fCNR for GE BOLD (figure 6) based on increases in SNR image and DS=S [14, 54] .
High-resolution functional mapping
Thus, particularly for high-resolution BOLD fMRI, increasing magnetic fields provide multiplicative gains: significant . Functional contrast-to-noise ratio (fCNR) for SE BOLD fMRI will be proportional to the curves shown, which are obtained by multiplying DS/S in figure 4 with B 1:65 0 , normalized to the value at 1.5 T. These plots are valid only in the limit the noise in the fMRI time series is dominated by thermal noise of the image, which is the case, for example, for high-resolution imaging at the level of cortical columns and layers. Plots generated by Uludag K using data from Uludag et al. [14] .
rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 371: 20150361 improvements in fCNR that can be traded for spatial resolution and/or for better quantification, and increased contributions from the microvascular mediated mapping signals that could allow functional mapping at the level of small functional ensembles such as cortical columns and layers. This is the reason why we launched the development of 7 T in the mid1990s, achieving operational state in approximately 1999 [55] . This 'lego' MR system was assembled and integrated by CMRR scientists from parts acquired from different suppliers or built within CMRR, using the first 7 T/90 cm bore magnet developed by Magnex Scientific in a collaborative effort they undertook with us [55] ; as such, this instrument did not have the research and development (R&D) engineering that exists behind today's commercially available scanners. Nevertheless, the feasibility of anatomical imaging at such a high field and SNR gains with increasing field strength (at the time a hotly debated topic) [51] were demonstrated. Additionally, superior fMRI performance compared to 4 T was observed as predicted from our understanding of mechanisms underlying MR based functional maps [54] . The ultimate goal for pursuing this high magnetic field was to reach spatial resolutions and precision where one can obtain functional maps of computational ensembles of neurons that process highly reduced features of a stimulus or a task. We used the ocular dominance and orientations columns as the test bed and finally, using SE fMRI and 7 T, robust maps of orientations columns together with ODCs in the same subjects were achieved [56] (figure 7). In the orientation maps, the boundaries of the ODCs are shown as dark lines ( figure 7) . The expanded orientation figure shows many features of the orientation maps that have been known from animal model studies, namely the pinwheel centres (white circles) around which the orientation representation runs either clockwise or anticlockwise, the pinwheel centres appearing predominantly in the centre of the ODCs, and the linear zones of a preferred orientation running approximately orthogonal to the ODC boundaries. It is important to emphasize that the increasing contribution that comes from microvasculature at 7 T (figure 4), the ability to suppress the extra-and intravascular large-vessel confound using spin echoes and 7 T together, and the increasing intrinsic image SNR underlie the success of this result.
Although the above data were obtained with SE fMRI, some success can be had in such fine scale mapping with GE fMRI if one avoids regions with large vessels [57, 58] . Figure 8 shows reproducibility of SE and GE fMRI maps of ODC on the same subject for two different days [58] . They are both highly reproducible, preserving the pattern of one eye versus the other extremely well except in the transition zones where reproducibility is expected to be poor due to partial volume effects. However, these maps also show that while in the GE images there are regions where the ODC pattern is observed, in other areas (identified by the dashed white line) the ODC pattern is not present, presumably due to the large-vessel confound.
With the introduction of commercial 7 T instruments, increasingly we have seen this ultrahigh field used for attaining improved fCNR, spatial resolution, and fidelity to sites of neuronal activity in BOLD fMRI in the human brain at the level of cortical layers, either demonstrating and/or examining layer specific functional signals (e.g. [34,36,59 -62] ) or using this capability to investigate laminar specific computations [38, 40, 63] , cortical columns [37, 40, 56, 58, 59] , and other fine scale organizations, such as the digits of the hand [64 -66] , and tonotopy in the inferior colliculus (IC) [67, 68] and medial geniculate body (MGB) [67] . The high field advantages have also been covered in several different review articles (e.g. [28,69 -77] ). Figure 9 displays a composite figure that summarizes accomplishments with 7 T we in CMRR have undertaken in collaboration with colleagues in Maastricht University since 7 T became operational in CMRR. It also illustrates the evolution of ultrahigh field fMRI, and what is now feasible with this technology. The very first 7 T study was the tonotopic mapping in the human auditory cortex [78] . At the time, the existence of mirror-symmetric tonotopic maps were known from animal model studies but were not achieved in the human brain. The 7 T work showed the first mirror-symmetric maps in the human brain, and also demonstrated extremely high reproducibility of the data [78] . The functional organization of human auditory subcortical structures were only inferred from animal models until the organization of spectral responses was mapped for the first time at 7 T in the human IC, a small, approximately 7 Â 7 Â 7 mm 3 subcortical structure fundamental for sound processing. In 2015, 7 T was used again to investigate auditory processing in another subcortical structure in the human brain, the MGB [67] , a smaller structure than the IC, with dimensions of approximately 4 Â 5 Â 4.5 mm 3
; the study showed that two tonotopic maps characterized the MGB, reflecting its two subdivisions [67] . More recently, going back to the human primary auditory cortex, high-resolution fMRI experiments at 7 T provided evidence for the columnar organization of the processing of sound frequency and showed that frequency preference is stable through cortical depth [40] . Furthermore, in this highly columnar cortex, the fMRI data with laminar resolution revealed that task demands sharpen the frequency tuning in superficial cortical layers more than in middle or deep layers [40] .
The afore listed auditory studies were conducted using tones as well as natural sounds, the later using encoding methods similar to the approach introduced for the study of the visual cortex [79, 80] . Some of these studies used both 3 T and 7 T data and different models for the processing of sounds in the human brain. For each model, however, 7 T data performed significantly better than the 3 T data [81] . The cause of this is probably not only the increased SNR and fCNR at the higher field strength but also the fact that at these high fields there is higher granularity to the information content detected in fMRI; in other words, Figure 6 . Functional contrast-to-noise ratio (fCNR) for GE BOLD fMRI. As in figure 5 but calculated using DS/S for GE BOLD fMRI data from Uludag et al. [14] . Microvascular contribution is calculated with DCBV ¼ 0% (dashed line) or 16% (solid line), as in figure 5 .
rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 371: 20150361 distinctly different functional information content that is organized at a much finer spatial scale, such as cortical columns and layers, can be detected and distinguished in adjacent voxels. At lower fields, when the capillary contributions are weak and the fMRI data are dominated by effects originating from large blood vessels, many adjacent voxels are expected to be highly correlated no matter how high the intrinsic resolution of the images are. However, at 7 T and beyond, increasingly each voxel begins to display independent information even at very high resolution. Ultimately, the purpose of such high resolution and high fidelity mapping is that, when such granularity of computation exists in the brain, we need to incorporate it in models of information processing in the brain. In this respect, the ultrahigh field studies hold major advantages and the auditory cortex work referenced above and similar work conducted on the visual system at 7 T [82] provides examples of significant improvements.
With the drive towards significantly higher magnetic fields than 7 T and SNR enhancing technologies, such as RF coils with a large number of small coil elements forming a dense array (which tend to work better at very high magnetic fields) and the use of unique dielectric materials, it is interesting to speculate how one may expect to perform very highresolution fMRI in the near future. DS/S for SE fMRI plateaus after about 10 T and the gains would come predominantly from intrinsic image SNR. But GE fMRI would continue to benefit from increases in both image SNR and DS/S, albeit carrying with it the large-vessel confound. However, in the limit of very high resolution ( provided such high resolutions can be reached), GE fMRI maps would be like optical imaging maps where we would clearly see the ODC or orientation domains with some large-vessel signals running through the maps but predominantly confined to the vessel boundaries. Previously, it was mentioned that the extravascular BOLD effect penetrates into the tissue some significant distance away from the luminal boundaries of the dHb containing vessels. When the resolution becomes very high and voxel size is small, however, this effect would approach the limit where intravoxel inhomogeneity will be small and consequent signal loss due to dephasing of signals within the voxel will be negligible; rather than a signal loss, the BOLD effect from the large vessel would be a phase difference in the voxel. This phenomenon would not be associated with capillaries as long as the voxel size remains large compared to intercapillary distance and, consequently, the voxel contains many capillaries spanning different orientations. Such phase differences associated with large vessels have been noted before and used to identify and suppress the large-vessel effects at relatively moderate resolutions employed today [83] ; however, at low resolution, phase effects induced by large vessels are also accompanied by signal loss due to the intravoxel inhomogeneity (the BOLD effect) coming from the same blood vessel and a clear separation is not completely feasible. But at very high resolutions, the signal loss associated with the large vessel would be minimized leaving only the phase effect allowing a cleaner separation of large and small vessel contributions, even close to the large-vessel boundaries.
Relationship to electrical activity
The relationship between the fMRI signals and local neural activity remains a topic of ongoing research and discussion. A review of this topic is beyond the scope of this article. Some recently published reviews cover this topic in some detail [84] . However, numerous studies take advantage of observations that, under most circumstances, the relationship between local neural activity and the fMRI response is approximately linear. This was extended also to the negative BOLD responses observed in the human brain [85] , which were shown to be associated with decreases in neuronal activity in simultaneous electrophysiology and fMRI studies in monkeys [86] . Here, data from one of our studies are presented as an example showing that fMRI voxels can provide similar information and the same link to behaviour as electrophysiology. Figure 10a displays the standardized population-tuning curves in the human superior parietal lobule (SPL) measured with fMRI in a mazepath direction task [87, 88] and with single cell recordings in posterior parietal cortex of monkeys performing practically the identical task [89] . To obtain the general form of the tuning curve displayed in this figure, all tuning curves were standardized with respect to their range, aligned to their maximum and averaged across voxels or cells. The result was a population directional tuning curve that looks virtually identical irrespective of the method employed, fMRI in humans and single cell recordings in monkeys (figure 10a) [87] . What is equally important is that the population vector, calculated from the whole ensemble of directionally tuned fMRI voxels, predicted very well the direction of the maze path just as well as the cell recording (figure 10b).
Resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging
Resting-state fMRI (rfMRI) uses correlations in the spontaneous temporal fluctuations in an fMRI time series to deduce 'functional connectivity'; it serves as an indirect but nonetheless invaluable primary auditory cortex Figure 9 . Mapping frequency selectivity in the auditory pathway. Adapted from Formisano et al. [78] , De Martino et al. [68] , Moerel et al. [67] , and De Martino et al. [40] . indicator of grey-matter regions that interact strongly and, in many cases, are connected anatomically (e.g. [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] ). The existence of spontaneous fluctuations in an fMRI time series and the possibility that they could yield connectivity information, provided they were found to be of neuronal origin, was first mentioned in 1993 [26] , shortly after the introduction of fMRI itself in 1992. However, rfMRI came into existence when it was first reported that the fMRI time series from the motor cortices of the two different hemispheres were temporally correlated with each other in the absence of any task [90] . This observation extends beyond the motor cortex: functionally linked areas (though not necessarily all directly connected) exhibit distinct correlated spontaneous oscillations and thus can be extracted from the rfMRI data (e.g. [95] ). Hence, it is possible to identify from rfMRI data the so-called resting-state networks (RSNs) that can be classified and identified such as 'visual' or 'sensory-motor', or 'language', etc., networks. The identifications are based on the observation that the spatial patterns that are depicted in these RSNs (which resemble activation maps but are actually regions that display temporally correlated spontaneous fluctuations) have similarities to collection of regions activated by task-based fMRI. The recent Human Connectome Project (HCP) data, which is publically available (https://www.humanconnectome.org/ data/), represent probably the most advanced rfMRI data at present and provides some of the best demonstration to date of this phenomenon. HCP data were acquired with highly accelerated fMRI techniques that permitted whole brain coverage in 0.7 s for 2 mm isotropic resolution [99] and subsequently cleaned up by independent component analysis (ICA) based methods [100] . These slice accelerated methods have been transformative in functional imaging as well as diffusionweighted imaging (dMRI) that is employed for tractography analysis. In rfMRI, they have enabled the detection of significantly larger RSNs as well as improving the statistical power of the observations [98, 101] . It is also critical that potential confounds that also produce spatial patterns of correlated activity (e.g. [102, 103] ), due to fluctuating physiological processes such as respiration and cardiac pulsation, need to be identified and removed from the data [98] ; in this respect, the highly accelerated data of the HCP also provide advantages by providing a higher sampling rate for capturing these fluctuations more accurately [98] . An example of RSN's extracted by ICA analysis compared with task induced activation maps from the 3 T HCP data [104] are illustrated in figure 11 . The striking similarity between the RSNs and the task induced activation provide yet another excellent example demonstrating that regions that are intimately linked functionally do have correlated spontaneous fluctuations even when they are not actively involved in the execution of a task. This conclusion also supports the position that these correlations are of neuronal origin. Of course, there has been additional data from a variety rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 371: 20150361 of electrical and optical recordings, with or without the concurrent use of fMRI in animal models and in humans that support this conclusion (e.g. [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] ) although the exact nature of the link remains a point of discussion. Resting-state fMRI data yield many RSNs; in this regard, HCP data are unique in being able to identify a very large number of such RSNs that are spatially much more fine grained than what was previously available [97, 98] . It is not immediately possible to identify an association between all of these RSNs and an activation pattern elicited with a specific task. This is expected; for example, a visuo-motor task, such as moving a joy stick in the direction of a target presented to the subject, will yield a very large number of activated areas in the brain. A single RSN that corresponds to those areas is not likely to be identified. Instead, RSNs that represent motor networks, visual networks and others ( probably involving parietal areas) together will represent the task induced activation pattern. It was in fact recently shown that it is indeed possible to predict the activation patterns invoked during task performance from the resting-state data, and it is possible to do this on an individual basis [114] .
Based on the publically released 3 T rfMRI data from the HCP, significant biological conclusions have already been published. Investigating the relationship between individual subjects' functional connectomes and 280 behavioural and demographic measures in a single holistic multivariate analysis, Smith et al. [115] identified one strong mode of population covariation along a single 'positive-negative' axis-linking lifestyle, demographic and psychometric measures to each other and to a specific pattern of brain connectivity. Finn et al. [116] demonstrated that 'functional connectivity profiles act as a 'fingerprint' that can accurately identify individual subjects from a large group'. Identification was successful across scan sessions and even between task and rest conditions, indicating that an individual's connectivity profile is intrinsic, and can be used to distinguish that individual regardless of how the brain is engaged during the imaging session. Hawrylycz et al. [117] examining genetic signatures of the adult human brain report that 'highly consistent transcriptional architecture in neocortex is correlated with resting-state functional connectivity, suggesting a link between conserved gene expression and functionally relevant circuitry'.
The largest publically released dataset from the HCP will be a 3 T dataset. However, in approximately 180 subjects that initially participated in the 3 T scanning, 7 T data were also acquired and are becoming publically available. Some initial results from these 7 T data sets were published for dMRI [118, 119] . Preliminary analysis of the 7 T resting-state data shows significant gains in contrast-to-noise ratio and the number of ICA components that can be classified as RSNs, even though the resolution of the 7 T data is higher (1.6 mm isotropic versus 2 mm isotropic, resulting in approximately twofold smaller voxel volume at 7 T) (K Ugurbil 2016, unpublished data). Hence, it can be expected that the 7 T resting-state data will yield additional inferences about human brain function compared to the already successful 3 T data.
Conclusion
In the armamentarium of methods we employ to detect brain function, from electrophysiology to optical techniques to fMRI, we do not really have a 'golden technique' that meets all of the needs for studying the brain. Each method has significant limitations but often provides complimentary information. fMRI among them is the only technique that can provide rich information directly in the human brain. Clearly, it has limitations, temporal resolution in the millisecond time domain and the sluggish (and probably regionally varying) neurovascular response being the primary ones. Clearly, the link to facets of neuronal activity needs to be better defined. But it has excellent spatial fidelity and resolution when employed properly, especially at very high magnetic fields, and also provides increasingly interesting information on functional connectivity and networks. No doubt, our knowledge of human brain function has vastly expanded since the introduction of fMRI. With many new initiatives such as the HCP and the BRAIN Initiative in the USA (and similar undertakings in numerous other countries), new developments in instrumentation, methods of image acquisition, reconstruction, and analysis, and more precise inquiries into the neuronal and vascular mechanisms underlying fMRI (e.g. [7] ) will accelerate. We have not by any means plateaued; much is left to accomplish without even the introduction of disruptive technologies that may one day pop up in the dynamic environment of brain imaging research, leading to transformative leaps. Efforts exploiting high magnetic fields have the potential to push fMRI to the spatial scale that overlaps with techniques like multi-photon imaging so that the activity of a collection of neurons that can be studied with fMRI at the level of the ensemble can be mapped at a single neuron level with other techniques, (figure 12) albeit not in the human brain. Such a capability requires further technological developments in fMRI, which appears realizable in the not too distant future, as well as in multi-photons imaging. Together, the approaches can provide information from single cells to the entire brain (in the same species for animal models but combining animal model studies with human experiments when the human brain is the target), and ultimately behaviour, significantly accelerating discoveries in this new century of the brain. log millimetres single cell to whole brain Figure 12 . Schematic diagram of the approximate spatial and temporal scales of measurements for multi-photon imaging with calcium and voltage reporters and fMRI, showing that, with impending technological advances, one can aim to overlap these two methods so that it will be possible to perform recordings of activity of each individual neuron in an computational ensemble (e.g. in a cortical column) in an animal model while fMRI can detect the activity at the level of the same ensemble but over the entire animal or human brain (i.e. cover the entire brain at the sub-columnar spatial resolution sufficient to obtain images of the columnar activity).
